
In the Spring of 2004, the Denver Public Schools and Denver 
Classroom Teachers Association approved ProComp, a ground-
breaking new Professional Compensation System for Teachers. 
The new system offers several benefits to teachers and the 
school system.
 It will reward teachers for improving student achievement  
 and their professional accomplishments.
 ProComp will help Denver Public Schools attract and retain  
 the most qualified and effective teachers, contributing to 
 high quality instruction for all students.
 The new system will give teachers opportunities to 
 significantly increase their career earnings and have more
 control over the course of their careers.
 ProComp will reward teachers for increasing student 
achievement, earning successful professional evaluations, work-
ing in the most academically challenging schools and advancing 
their knowledge and skills. Importantly, the system was created 
by DPS and DCTA working together to link compensation with 
the district’s mission of student learning. 
 Members of the Denver Classroom Teachers Association 

approved ProComp by a 59 per-
cent favorable vote. The final step 
in the implementation of the new 
system will be a positive vote by 
Denver citizens to fund the sys-
tem by raising $25 million from 

a mill levy increase. The election is tentatively scheduled for 
November 2005. 

Collaborative Teams Forge Details 
 The implementation of ProComp touches virtually every 
department and function within Denver Public Schools. A 
10-person Transition Team — comprised equally of teachers 
and administrators — is working to implement and evaluate 
a transition plan. This team will regularly advise the district, 
the association and the board of directors of the Teacher 
Compensation Trust about progress and other issues related to 
the implementation.
 A separate Operations Team coordinates collaborative 
work groups that are creating the details of ProComp’s four 
components. Operations also directs the development of the 
technology and systems needed to support ProComp.  One of 
the major initiatives underway during the 2004-2005 school 
year is a field test of a new teacher evaluation system.
 If the mill levy increase is approved by Denver voters, the system 
could take effect in January 2006. Current teachers will be able to 
opt-in over the first seven years or remain in the current system. 
New teachers hired in 2006 will automatically join ProComp. 
 The system includes four major components and nine 
elements for building compensation. These are summarized in 
a table on page 3 of this brochure. For a full description of all 
components and elements, visit www.denverprocomp.org.
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Denver teachers, district approve landmark compensation system

The new system acknowledges and rewards outstanding teachers and will enhance 
their professional capabilities. But the bottom line is the compensation system’s positive 
impact on student achievement. It’s thrilling to have worked with the teachers’ association 
on a plan that will greatly enhance the ongoing drive to improve student achievement. 
— Les Woodward, president, Denver Board of Education







Approval of ProComp made 
national news, with coverage 
on CNN and the nation’s 
largest and most prestigious 
newspapers.



It’s fitting that Denver – the district that enacted the first collective bargaining agreement west 
of the Mississippi – has approved the first contract in the nation that will put teacher salaries on 
a par with many other professions and catapult K-12 compensation into the 21st century.
                                                                   — Becky Wissink, president, Denver Classroom Teachers Association

Ginger  
Ginger is a typical high school biology teacher, hired into DPS with a 
bachelor’s degree. She begins the ProComp system in its initial year 
as a first year teacherand plans to remain in the system for 25 years. 
She intends to get her mastersdegree in her seventh year and expects 
to complete a Professional Development Unit nearly every year.  
 As a hard working, but not exceptional, teacher she expects to meet 
the average 88% of the student growth goals she sets over her career. 
Using those assumptions, this is how she fares under both systems.

ProComp Timeline
2004-2005 School Year Components are developed and tested

November 2005 Registered Denver voters cast ballots on mill levy to 
 raise $25 million

January 2006 If mill levy passes, ProComp takes effect; bonuses available

2005-2006 School Year Limited implementation of bonuses for market incentives, tuition 
 reimbursement, distinguished schools. Testing continues on  
 other components

2006-2007 School Year Full implementation of ProComp, including salary and bonuses

Next Year Current $33,225
Next Year ProComp $34,949
Final Year Current  $55,405
Final Year ProComp   $64,623

Cumulative Current    $1,103,105
Cumulative ProComp  $1,174,097

Net Gain  $70,992 

Profiles illustrate teacher careers under ProComp
The charts and text with teacher names tell the stories of two hypothetical teachers and how their careers would fare by joining ProComp or 
staying in the current system.
 Ginger — A young teacher just starting her career in ProComp
 Roy — A specialist on step 8 on the current salary schedule
 All figures were computed using the ProComp Salary Calculator 
(available at www.denverprocomp.org). They do not include Cost of Living 
Adjustments, because those will be applied equally to both systems. 

Roy is a specialist with a master’s degree who has worked at DPS for 
eight years.  After using the salary calculator, he determines that he can 
make more money at the moment under the current system because 
of the annual step increases.  He will join ProComp in 2009 when he 
is near the top of the step scale. After joining ProComp, he finishes his 
second master’s degree and receives a $2,967 salary increase.    
 In addition, each year he completes Professional Development 
Units, he earns an extra $659, and he earns $330 every time both 
annual student growth objectives are met.  When he ends his career, 
he will be making $7,000 more annually than he would have made if 
he stayed in the current system.  ProComp also benefits his retirement 
by enabling his salary to increase nearly $8,000 during the final 10 years 
of his career, compared to only $2,500 under the older system.  

Next Year’s Earnings Current $57,131   
Next Year ProComp  $55,855
Final Year’s Earnings Current  $59,135   
Final Earnings ProComp  $66,406

Accumulated Current  $699,297     
Accumulated ProComp  $731,596

Net Gain  $32,299

Roy 



Denver’s new teacher compensation system 
should not be confused with “merit pay” and 
“performance pay” – which have been used 
to describe earlier experiments in teacher com-
pensation plans that were not successful. These 
earlier attempts were unpopular due to the per-
ceived subjectivity of the process and the often 
narrow focus used to evaluate an employee.
 The ProComp system actually is results-

based pay, using multiple criteria to assess 
teachers’ performance.  Teachers will not 
receive increases until they demonstrate 
results. A new teacher evaluation system 
is being field-tested during the 2004-2005 
school year. 
 ProComp contains nine different avenues 
for increasing pay – most of which are based 
on objective criteria. They include meet-

ing annual instructional objectives, working 
in hard-to-serve schools or hard-to-staff 
assignments, obtaining certification from 
the National Board of Professional Teaching 
Standards, and more. Teachers set their objec-
tives at the beginning of the year in consulta-
tion with the principal. At the end of the year, 
a rubric helps the teacher and principal fairly 
assess performance against objectives. 

ProComp: Secure, professional, affordable
ProComp’s increased earnings for teachers are affordable because the system is based on a mill levy 
override that will add $25 million per year, solely for teacher compensation under ProComp. Teachers 
are protected because the system will not be implemented unless Denver voters approve additional 
funding through a mill levy election tentatively scheduled for November 2005. This $25 million annu-
al revenue increase is permanent and will build over time, totaling $250 million in 10 years and $750 
million over 30 years. Importantly, proceeds from the mill levy will be placed in a trust fund governed 
by a board of directors that includes representatives from DPS, DCTA and the community. 
 Designers of ProComp projected the system costs 50 years into the future. Based on a mill levy 
increase, the model proves that the system is secure and sustainable. In the early years, revenues 
would exceed expenditures as ProComp is phased in. Like a retirement fund, any surplus money will 
be invested to stabilize short-term fluctuations in the cost of the system. Over time, the system will 
become self-sustaining as teachers retire at the top end and are replaced by newer teachers entering 
the district at lower salaries. 

ProComp is not merit pay

Salary Calculator 
gives earnings 
snapshot
The Salary Calculator is a 
popular and useful online 
tool that was developed to 
demonstrate how ProComp 
can impact annual and life-
time earnings. It helps teach-
ers experiment with a menu 
of career options and power-
fully illustrates how the new 
pay system allows teachers 
to build earnings while taking 
control of their careers.
 While using the Salary 
Calculator, teachers can com-
pare their current salary to 
what they would earn in the 
new system and determine 
the best time, if ever, to join 
ProComp. 
 The calculator also allows 
teachers to see how the 
different components of 
ProComp create pay for 
them. For example, it will 
show the salary benefits 
of working in challenging 
schools, teaching under-
staffed subjects, earning 
additional degrees or taking 
district approved courses. 
 Many teachers appreci-
ate the calculator’s ability 
to show projected lifetime 
earnings under either sys-
tem, allowing them to plan 
better for retirement. 
 For more information on 
the Salary Calculator, visit 
www.denverprocomp.org.
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Guiding Principles of ProComp
All Positions Are Included – All DCTA bargaining unit members will be 
integrated into the new system. Specialists — such as nurses, counselors, 
student advisors and special education teachers — will have the same career 
and earnings opportunities as all teachers.

Commitment to Professional Development – The long term success of the 
ProComp system is dependent on the professional development of teachers, 
principals and administrators. The Transition Team will monitor and advise on 
professional development issues.

Cost of Living Adjustments – COLA will continue to be negotiated by DPS-
DCTA. Payments will be made equally to both systems. No funds from the 
ProComp mill levy override will be used to make Cost of Living Adjustments.

Extra Duty Pay - As part of ProComp, Article 32 in the Master Agreement, 
which covers extra duty pay and stipends will be reviewed and revised to 
ensure that it covers the goals of both teachers and the district.

Fully Funded – The new system will be fully funded. Proceeds from a mill levy 
election will be placed in a trust fund for the exclusive use of ProComp.

Maintain Master Agreement Salary Schedule – The current Master 
Agreement salary schedule will continue to operate alongside the ProComp 
System. The step system will be maintained until the last person on the salary 
schedule retires, is terminated or leaves the bargaining the unit and enters 
ProComp. 

No Quotas – There will be no quotas for the number of teachers compen-
sated under the ProComp system. All teachers who fulfill criteria for payment 
under an element will be paid. 

Opt-In – Current teachers will have up to seven years to opt-in to the ProComp 
System. Teachers who choose not to join will remain under the existing salary 
system. No teacher will be paid less than their current annual earnings.

Phase-In – The ProComp system will be phased in as components and ele-
ments are completed. Both DPS and DCTA are committed to implementing 
compensation components only as the system can support them.

Pledge to Specialists – Specialists have a greater voice under the ProComp 
system than ever before. A specialist subcommittee is working on the pro-
fessional evaluation component, and another committee will examine cer-
tificates so that specialists can be paid for additional training similar to the 
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards certificates.

• Rose Community Foundation
• The Broad Foundation
• Daniels Fund
• The Denver Foundation
• Donnell Kay Foundation
• The Piton Foundation
• Sturm Family Foundation

For more information
To learn more about ProComp, visit the web site 
www.denverprocomp.org or send an email to 
procomp_info@dpsk12.org

ProComp offers current teachers the opportunity 
to opt-in to the new system or remain in the cur-
rent system until retirement, and thus select the 
best salary system to meet their individual needs 
and circumstance. 
 Seven opt-in windows beginning with the 2005-
2006 school year enable teachers to pick the most 
advantageous time to join. This approach ensures 
that no teacher will be harmed economically by 
having to join the new system before he or she 
earns appropriate benefits in the current system. 
 If the $25 million mill levy passes in November 
2005, teachers hired after January 1, 2006, will 
automatically be placed in ProComp. 
 Denver’s current salary system will stay in place 
until the last person in it retires, terminates with
DPS or elects to join ProComp. DPS and DCTA will 
negotiate annual Cost of Living Adjustments for 
both systems as well as adjustments to the current 
salary schedule to ensure that it remains a viable 
option for current teachers.

Teachers can choose 
whether to join

Foundation support 
crucial to ProComp success
Development of ProComp would not have been possible without the 
financial support and guidance of major foundations in Colorado and 
the nation. Denver Public Schools and the Denver Classroom Teachers 
Association thank the following foundations for their vision and generous 
support.

November 2004


